A ConVal Cougar C.A.R.E.S. - Behavior Matrix for the 2022-2023 School Year

Bathrooms

Cafeteria

Hallways

Community

Adaptability

Keep stalls/sinks clean.
Pick up paper towels.
Be mindful of how long you are
in the bathroom.
Students use
student-designated bathrooms.
Teachers use
teacher-designated bathrooms.

Respect the number
of students allowed
in a bathroom.
Make sure you have
an active e-Hallpass.

Be respectful of others waiting to use the
bathroom.
Respect the privacy of individuals.
Clean up after yourself and keep the
bathroom sanitary.
Be respectful of school property such as
sinks, soap dispensers, facilities, etc.

Be patient with long
lines.

Use kind language.
Use food, beverages, and utensils
Talk at an appropriate
appropriately.
voice-level with your peers.
Take ownership of your space by leaving it
cleaner than when you arrived.

Be inclusive.
Be mindful of others’ personal
space.

Use the hallways for traveling
purposes.
Aim for positive interactions.

Help create a welcoming and
kind environment for all so that
Classrooms
everyone can learn.
Listen, take turns, stay on task.

Bus

Be respectful of people's
space.
Use headphones to listen to
music.

Respect

Use hall passes as intended.
Be mindful of how long you are in the
hallway.
Hold doors for people.
Use kind language and actions.
Assume positive intentions when
interacting with others.
Be respectful of each other's space.

Engagement

Remember social
interactions should happen
outside the bathroom space.
Be efficient with your time in
the bathroom.

Safety
Keep the space free from harmful
substances (vaping).
Remember to wash your hands.
Report issues of concern to an
adult immediately.

Be patient.
Be welcoming to others.
Maintain appropriate physical
contact.

Use school-appropriate
language.
Be prompt with arrival to
your destination.

Maintain appropriate physical
contact.
Keep at least one ear free of
headphones/earbuds to listen to
your surroundings.

Be flexible with
schedule changes.
Use school-appropriate language.
Be welcoming and
Make decisions with integrity.
helpful to substitutes.

Adhere to technology
expectations.
Approach interactions with
positive intentions.

Maintain appropriate physical
contact.
Use kind words, and listen with
compassion.
Respect each others’ differences
and opinions.
Disagree kindly.
Adhere to classroom-specific
safety protocols.

Respect last-minute
announcements.

Use low, indoor voices.
Aim for friendly interactions
with the bus driver and other
passengers.

Stay in your seat while on the bus.
Remove earbuds/headphones
from ears while boarding/exiting
the bus to hear your surroundings.

Be aware of
surroundings and
monitor voice
accordingly.

Maintain a calm atmosphere.
Use appropriate language.

Be a good audience by being
quiet when others are
Assemblies/
Respect last-minute
speaking/performing and
Pep Rallies
announcements.
showing positive support at the
correct times.

Be respectful with phone use.

Co-Curricular Show good sportsmanship and Respect each others’
Win with grace, lose with class.
and Athletic positive support.
differences and
Respect all individuals in attendance.
Events
Pick up after yourself.
opinions.

Give attention to the
presenter and the content.
Show appropriate
enthusiasm.
Practice expected
behaviors.

Maintain appropriate physical
contact.
Sit within your designated space.
Use bleachers or other seating as
expected.

Show appropriate
enthusiasm.

Use bleachers or other seating as
expected.

